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VICTORINOX is the world leader of Pocket tools (Multi-Tolls and Pocket knives).
For every activity, be it professional, in the home or during leisure time, there is a
need for excellent tools and cutting implements. VICTORINOX is the world leader of
Pocket tools (Multi-Tolls and Pocket knives). For every activity, be it professional,
in the home or during leisure time, there is a need for excellent tools and cutting
implements.
The Victorinox range comprises the following:
Pocket Tools (Pocket knives, Multi-Tools)
* Over 300 different models with up to 50 functions are available from stock.
Amongst them heavy-duty models with lock-ing device for blade and screwdriver, espe-cially developed for the Police,
Fire Brigades, Military and Ambulance.
* Small compact Sets with 10-52 functions
* SwissLite with lightdiode (LED) and 6-9 func-tions.
* SwissC ard, the Multi-Tool in credit card size.
* SwissTool with strong multi-purpose
pliers and 22 additional functions.
* Tools / Knives for the garden, horticulture, arboriculture and other professional uses.
* The very popular range of the small C lassic-Models as practical key rings, for women and men.
* All these Swiss products are of the highest quality, multifunctional, precious and time-less. Provided with an
inscription, they count amongst the most popular corporate gifts.
Swiss Precision Watches
* At the request of our customers and to in-crease the brand awareness of VIC TOR-INOX we have included a firstclass
VIC TORINOX watch collection in our sales program. Particularly in the English speaking countries it is augmented with
the line "SWISS ARMY by VIC TORINOX".
* To assure an efficient after sales service there are professional watchmakers at your disposal both here in Ibach
and in the most important markets.
Household and professional knives
* The 400 different household and profes-sional knives from Victorinox all carry the oval trademark and guarantee
sign with the Eagle and the two mountains, the landmark of Schwyz. The knives have either luxury rosewood handles,
which should not be cleaned in the dishwasher, or black, white, red, blue and yellow nylon handles, which are
dishwasher-safe.
* Table and kitchen sets, practical Universal-knife blocks.
* C hefs' cases for hotel and restaurant cooks.
* The Victorinox butcher knives enjoy a world-wide reputation for their first class quality blades and anti-slip,
sterilisable handles. Since different blade-shapes are used in all countries and the lengths vary from 10 to 36 cm, the
range is extremely large.
* C omplementary cutting implements, such as tableware, special kitchen tools, scissors and manicure articles are
bought from other manufacturers and included in our sales pro-gram to complete the product range.
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